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Abstract 
This paper proposes a new transport mechanism, multi-connection TCP, for high-speed and long 
delay networks. With to the appearance of ATM network services, wide area data 
communication networks(W ANs) are becoming faster and more world wide oriented. In this 
situation, the performance of window-based, flow-controlled and connection-oriented transport 
protocols, such as TCP, is degraded far from the optimum. The throughput of TCP is limited by 
its window size and round trip delay time(RTT), and the ideal throughput of TCP with 64Kbyte 
maximum window size over a trans-Pacific ocean link such as TPC-4 is only about 2.6Mbps for 
a 45Mbps DS3 line with 200ms RTT. In order to achieve high throughput of inter-LAN 
communications via a high speed, long delay WAN, such as B-ISDN, we propose a multi
connection TCP, and verify its performance by applying it to FTP. A multi-connection FTP can 
establish up to 16 connections simultaneously, and transfer the data in parallel. The experiment 
shows multi connection TCP (16 connections and 24Kbytes of each window size ) achieves 
about 8.5Mbps end-to-end throughput via an emulated OC3 155Mbps WAN with 200ms RTT. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

ATM network services are now available in many countries, and data communication networks, 
such as enterprise networks, are becoming faster and more world-wide oriented. It is, however, 
difficult to achieve high throughput in a high speed and long delay environment. The 
performance of window-based, flow-controlled and connection-oriented transport protocols, 
such as TCP, is extremely degraded due to the short window size in such an environment. The 
window size of the ordinal TCP implementation is limited to 64Kbytes from the protocol 
specification[ 1 ], and almost all applications, including FTP, uses a TCP window size of less than 
32Kbytes. The other problem, for high performance throughput, is traditional error control 
mechanism of TCP. The existing TCP uses simple re-transmission of the remaining data on an 
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errored packet which is detected. In order to obtain high performance of error protection in a 
high-speed and long delay environment, a more efficient method, such as a selective 
acknowledge re-transmission mechanism, is necessary[2]. 

In order to resolve these problems, several solutions have been investigated. The first solution 
is to develop a completely new protocol which works efficiently even in a high-speed, long delay 
network and this is one of the best methods for the future. XTP[3] is one of those protocols. 
However at present, these new protocols have not been fully standardized, and there is no 
compatibility with the existing TCP. They can be implemented only in a few types of OSs, hence 
will not be used widely in the market. The second solution is to enhance the existing TCP 
protocol[4]-[7]. It should be noted, however, that the window size will be limited up to several 
hundreds of Kbytes due to the available resource of workstations, and cannot be easily expanded 
to an order of Mbytes. In addition, the expanded TCP does not support a selective re
transmission mechanism. The extended TCP method is evaluated by [8] in an error free 
environment with a moderate delay (up to 68ms). 

The third solution, proposed and evaluated in this paper, is to establish multiple TCP 
connections simultaneously to obtain high throughput as an aggregated performance. The idea 
of a multiple connection mechanism itself has been commonly used in the lower layers, e.g., a 
multi-link procedure[9] in the HDLC datalink layer, and a digital channel aggregation[lO] in the 
physical layer. In a transport layer, multi-connection TCP is proposed here to achieve high 
throughput on an end-to-end basis. 

This paper presents a multiple connection TCP mechanism, which differs from the previous 
approaches as follows : (1) the transport layer contains multiple windows, each of which 
corresponds to a connection, (2) each connection may follow a standard TCP mechanism, (3) 
this method can also work like a selective acknowledgment mechanism in an erroneous 
environment, (4) the TCP slow start mechanism in this method works more rapidly than that in 
the extended TCP method. Furthermore, this solution could be applied to the extended TCP 
method to obtain higher performance. 

We have implemented a multi connection mechanism to evaluate the performance of a data 
transfer method in a high-speed, long delay network. Implementation has been firstly done as an 
FTP application level, i.e., Multi-connectioned FTP(MFTP). MFTP aggregates the multiple 
TCP connections. In the following Section 2, we clarify the problems of TCP dynamics over a 
high-speed, long delay network, and examine several solutions of the problems in detail. In 
Section 3, we present the mechanism of MFTP and discuss features and applicability of the 
multi-connection method to other applications such as HTTP. In Section 4, experiments on 
MFTP and results are shown. In Sections 5 and 6, a discussion and conclusion are given. 

2 TCP OVER IDGH SPEED, LONG DELAY NETWORKS 

2.1 Problems of TCP dynamics 

Because the TCP was not designed to be used in recent high-speed, long delay network, such as 
ATM wide area networks, the maximum window size is insufficient for those network 
applications. The maximum window size ofTCP is specified in [1] and is limited to 64Kbytes. In 
order to make use of network bandwidth efficiently, the round trip time(D) bandwidth(BW) 
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products(D *BW) of the network must be smaller than the maximum window size of TCP. The 
ideal throughput(Ti) ofTCP, where the bandwidth is not limited, is obtained by the equation(!). 

Ti=W /D 

Ti(bps) 
W(bit) 
D(s) 

: throughput of TCP 
: maximum window size of TCP connection 
:Round Trip Time (RTT) 

(1) 

For example, using a DS3(45Mbps) link between the United States and Japan(the round trip 
time is about 200ms via submarine cable), the D*BW product is about 9Mbits(l.12Mbytes), 
which is much larger than the TCP maximum window size. In this case, a situation called 
window close occurs. This causes degradation of network utilization, and the throughput with a 
64Kbyte TCP window size achieves only about 2.6Mbps. The bottleneck of the throughput is 
the shortage of TCP window size. 

2.2 Features and advantages of multi connection method 

In order to reduce the network idle time caused by window close, there are three approaches. 
The first is a completely new protocol for a high-speed, long delay network such as XTP. The 
second is the extension of TCP window size using TCP options described in [7], and the third is 
the aggregation of multiple TCP connections. 

The third one, which is called multi connection TCP mechanism, lets an application use the 
multiple existing TCP connections in the aggregate. This multi connection mechanism could 
apply to the extended TCP described above as well as the traditional TCP. Furthermore, this 
mechanism supports a pseudo selective acknowledgment mechanism. 

In the case of a single TCP connection, when an error is detected, a go-back-N error control 
mechanism starts and re-transmits all data after errored data. As mentioned in [5], it may cause 
the degradation of throughput to expand the window size in an erroneous environment. 
However, in the case of the multi connection method, if data transmit errors occur in some 
connections, the go-back-N error control mechanism starts simultaneously only for those 
connections and re-transmits all data after errored data for each errored connection respectively. 
This speeds up the re-transmission. 

When all the errors have been re-transmitted, TCP starts a slow start. As shown in Figure 1, 
the time Tr to recover from the slow start condition to the congestion control mode of a multi 
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Figure I lllustrated recovery time from Slow Start. 
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TCP connection (n connections, each with window size Wand maximum segment size MSS) is 
much shorter than a single TCP connection with window size n*W and maximum segment size 
MSS. The former consists of n independent connections with maximum window size W in 
parallel. Tr for each congested connection is given as (log2( W/(2*MSS))+ W/(2*MSS)) times 
RTT, which is the Tr for the former. Tr for the latter case is given as 
(log2(n*W/(2*MSS))+n*W/(2*MSS)) times RTT. This means that Tr for the former is almost 
lin of the latter Tr for large W /MSS. 

These advantages described above show the multi-connection method is more durable than 
single connection method in an erroneous environment. 

Considering software portability at present and applicability to extended TCP in the future, we 
also present the application layer multiple TCP connection method as a near term solution to 
realize high performance file transfer application over high speed, long delay networks. 

3 MULTI CONNECTION TCP MECHANISM 

3.1 Two Implementations of Multi connection TCP mechanism 

There are two ways to implement the multi TCP connection mechanism as in shown in Figure 2. 
One is to implement this mechanism inside the application layer, such as Multi-connectioned 
FTP(MFTP). The other is to implement it inside the transport layer as a Multi TCP connection 
sub-layer which provides an existing socket-like interface to the applications. The mechanism of 
multi TCP connection is the same in both implementations, but a difference exists in the interface 
to applications. 

We first developed MFTP to evaluate a multi-connection mechanism due to the following 
reasons. The traffic of HTTP applications is increasing exponentially in the INTERNET but the 
FTP[ll] is still one of the highest traffic applications[l2]. It has become popular in exchanging 
larger files, such as graphical images or photos between sites via high speed intercontinental 
W ANs. Furthermore, in closed user networks, such as enterprise networks, many kinds of huge 
amount of data are transferred world wide. In such cases, a high performance file transfer 
protocol, which still works well over high speed, long delay networks, is required. Therefore, we 
firstly applied the multi TCP connection mechanism to FTP to evaluate this mechanism. We 
implemented the core of the mechanism in the FTP application layer, and called it Multi 
connectioned FTP(MFTP). 

Bppbc tion layer LI __ M_FTP_· _ ___J 
TCP applications 
ex. ftp, http ...... 

·································································································································· 
socket Socket I MuhiTCP I~ I 

--oo~~io~~ _..! I 
tronspon layer 1~:....:::::...::::::...:::=--::;J I - - ~c~ - - J 

J. TCP ..... .!.. ...... L ............. ~~ ................. .!. .. 
network layer fP I fP 

Muhi-ronnecuoned FTP Multi-connection TCP 

D muluTCP 
connection 
mochamsm 

Figure 2 Two typical implementations of multi TCP connection mechanism. 
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MFfP uses multiple existing TCP connections to utilize the aggregated large window size. 
The theoretical throughput of MFfP is obtained by the equation (2). 

Tm=N*W /D 
Tm(bps) 
N 
W(bit) 
D(s) 

: throughput of MFfP 
: the number of TCP connections used in MFfP 
: window size of each TCP connection 
: Round Trip Time 

3.2 Functional Blocks of Multi-connectioned FTP 

(2) 

The functional blocks of MFfP are illustrated in Figure 3. The shaded parts of Figure 3 are new 
additions or modifications to the existing FfP to support the MFfP. We used the source code of 
FfP programs of FreeBSD as the basis of MFfP. The newly added part of the source code is 
about 200 steps in each user and server program. The MFfP is upper compatible to the existing 
FfP. The existing FfP uses the Telnet protocol to send and receive FfP commands. The MFfP 
adds new commands to establish multiple connections for data transfer. The function of each 
block is as follows. 
e User Interface : This module inputs and outputs the MFfP commands between the user and 
User Pl. The user interface is the same as the existing FTP. 
e User/Server Protocol lnterpreter(PI) : User PI initiates the control connection to the 

Server PI and interprets FfP commands. MFfP Pis are an additional function to interpret the 
new MFfP command. 
e User/Server Data Transfer Process(DTP) : User and Server DTP implement the interface 
to the file system and control TCP connections according to commands from User/Server PI. 
They contain the following functional blocks. 
· Parameter Collection function 

This function exists only in User DTP and gathers the parameters which are necessary to 
determine the appropriate number of TCP connections for a specific destination. It uses a 
ICMP Echo/Reply function to measure the RTT. Parameters are stored to use on the next 
occasion to access the same destination. 

.------------------------------------------~ 

! rv r :-IYI'P j 

H-,-----t-11 
Control conneclion 

MFTP Cornnannds ! l..,_-.....------' 
.--.....&.--------'L----,o FTP Replies ! 

I UaerDTP 

Parameter 
Collection 
function 

! ! 

0 

Data 
Connections 

! ___ ______________________________________ ________ lgl ~ 
PI: Prntocol Interpreter 

Figure 3 Functional blocks of multi-connectioned FfP (MFfP). 

!YrP: Data Transrer ~ 
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· Multi TCP Connections Control function 
This function calculates the number of TCP connections for data transmission according to 
equation(2) using parameters which were collected by the Parameter Collection function. The 
calculated number of TCP connections may be overridden by a MFfP user using a MFfP 
command. This function negotiates the number of connections between the user and server 
DTP and establishes, controls or disconnects multiple TCP connections. 

· Data Scatter and Gather function 
At the sender's site, this function sequentially scatters the data to be transmitted into N TCP 
connections block by block. At the receiver's site, this function obtains blocks of data from N 
TCP connections and reconstructs them into the original data. The receiver's site needs a 
large size of receive buffer to reconstruct the gathered data in a correct sequence. 

3.3 Two methods for Data scattering/Gathering 

There are two ways to scatter data as shown in Figure 4. One is the static assignment method and 
the other is the dynamic assignment method. 

In the static assignment method, each data block is assigned to each connection permanently 
before the transmission. This method is easy to implement and the load of the scattering process 
is low. However, the total performance of multi TCP connections is degraded by the one with 
the lowest performance, and this method requires a larger size of receive buffer to deliver 
received data to an FTP application in sequence. It is difficult to set up a stream lined service for 
applications using this method. 

In the dynamic assignment method, each data block is assigned to the first non-blocked 
connection found at that time. This method requires a smaller buffer size than the former to 
reconstruct the data in sequence and the processing time becomes shorter. 

In our implementation, the MFfP uses the dynamic assignment method considering the 
applicability of this mechanism to other applications, such as HTTP. 

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Configurations and Protocol Stacks of the Experimental Network 
The configurations and protocol stacks of the experimental network are shown in Figure 5. The 
performance evaluation of MFfP was made over the interconnected ATM LANs. MFfP user 

c: [@][2J~QJ-
ooo [@] 0 [!] [2] 0 [!]~0···-

~ ~ 0 0 QJ (a) Static as ignmcnt~h~ 0 ----+ 

other packet - > [!] ~ ~ 0 QJ ----+ 

[@][2] • 
0~0 

(b) Dynamic ass ignment method 

Figure 4 Data assignment method to multi TCP connections. 
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Figure 5 Configurations and protocol stacks of the Experimental Network. 

and server programs were installed in WS 1 and WS2. These WSs are SUN SparcStation20(Sun 
OS 4.1.3), and their specifications are depicted in Figure 5. WS 1 and WS2 were accommodated 
in ATM-Hubs(Fore Runner ASX-200) using a 140Mbps TAXI interface respectively. These 
ATM-Hubs were interconnected via the ATM network emulator[l3] using OC3 interfaces to 
introduce the propagation delay, ATM cell loss and payload bit errors artificially. WS 1 and WS2 
used AAL5(VBR) over PVC. 

4.2 Testing Parameters 

The throughput ofMFTP was measured by transferring 16Mbyte data files from WSl to WS2. 
In order to reduce the effect of disk access speed, the user side put the test data to '/dev/null' on 
the server side. The MFTP worked in a block transfer mode. The parameters of measurements 
are listed in Table 1. The existing FTP of SUN OS 4.1.3 adopts the value of 24Kbytes as the 
maximum window size, so, we used the value of 24Kbytes as the maximum window size in these 
measurements. To investigate the relation between the maximum window size and the 
throughput for reference, MFTP throughput is measured in various windows in an error free and 
RTT lOOms environment. 

Each measurement was performed over 10 times and the average of the results was calculated. 
However, there was little variance in the measured data, and each standard deviation was at most 
under 10% from the average for each value. 

4.3 Results of MFTP throughput 

MFTP throughputs measured in an error-free environment are shown in Figure 6. The 
throughputs for file transfer in different RTTs are plotted for each number of connections. The 

Table 1 Measurement parameters 
Parameters 
Number of connections 
Inserted Round Trip Time (ms) 
Cell Loss Ratio 
Payload Bit Error 
Window size I connection 

Range 
1-16 
0-500 
2.4*104 - 3.8*10-6 
4.8*10"7 - 3.0*10"8 

24Kbytes,(4K- 51Kbytes) 
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maximum window size of each connection is 24Kbytes for an RTT of 0-500ms. In Figure 7, the 
relation between maximum window size and throughput of MFTP is shown in an environment of 
RTT lOOms. 

MFTP throughputs measured in an erroneous environment are shown in Figures 8 to 10. In 
order to evaluate the performance of MFTP in the erroneous environment, two types of artificial 
errors were injected. One is cell loss error to simulate the error which occurs in ATM switches, 
and the other is payload bit error to simulate the link error. 

Figure 8 shows the throughputs in a cell loss error injected environment for each number of 
connections. Figure 9 plots the throughput for each RTT. Figure 10 plots the characteristics of 
the throughput for each error rate in a RTT 200ms environment. The throughput values in 
Figure 10 are normalized by that of 16 connections in an error free and RTT 200ms environment. 
The window size of each connection is 24Kbytes. 

4.4 Multi connection TCP v.s. single large window TCP 

To compare the performance of multiple small windows TCP to single large window TCP in 
erroneous environment, another experiment was performed using 'SUN OS TCP-LFN' option. 
It supports the extension TCP window size and dose not support selective acknowledgment. 
The experiment was performed via bridged interconnected ethemet LAN. The testing 
parameters and the results are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Throu h ut (kb s) of Multi connection TCP and sin le bi window TCP 
total window size (Kbytes) 

64 128 256 384 
762 848 883 1187 

770 764 751 

5 DISCUSSION 

512 
1465 
747 

5.1 Multi connection TCP mechanism in the error free environment 

In error-free environments without any inserted delay, the throughput of MFTP in the 
experimental network achieved over 32Mbps as shown in Figure 6 using any number of 
connections. Because an ATM link(OC3:155Mbps) is faster than the ATM LAN 
(TAXI:140Mbps), there is no bottleneck in the ATM link in the experimental network, so it is 
seen that 32Mbps is the maximum performance of MFTP with the workstations used in our 
experiments. 

In Figure 7, as the maximum window size is increasing, the throughput is increasing step by 
step. It is considered that the length of TCP packet affects the characteristics of the throughput. 
The maximum length of IP datagram(MTU size) and TCP packet(MSS size) are 9188bytes and 
9148bytes respectively in the ATM network. In the experimental network, the average length of 
TCP packets used in MFTP is about 9Kbytes calculated by transferred data size and the number 
of TCP packets. This means that the TCP used in this MFTP experiment sends data near the 
MSS size only, therefore TCP does not always utilize the whole window size. In the case where 

connection connection connection 
connection connection connection 
connection connection connection connection connection 

770 
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the maximum window size is set to 24Kbytes, the actual window size, which we call segmented 
window size, works out to about 18Kbytes. The measured throughput therefore increases 
discretely as shown in Figure 7. 

5.2 Effects of multiple connections over long delay network 

As shown in Figure 6, when the round trip time is larger than 200ms, the throughputs increase 
linearly, so the multi TCP connection mechanism works effectively. However, the theoretical 
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throughputs obtained by equation(2) using the maximum window size and the added round trip 
time are higher than the measured throughput. For example, according to the equation(2), 
MFfP should achieve 15.7Mbps using 16 connections under the conditions of 200ms of round 
trip time and 24Kbytes of maximum window size for each connection, while the actual 
throughput achieved is only 8.5Mbps.lt is confirmed that there is no packet loss in the error free 
environment, hence this degradation is not caused by re-transmission. Equation(2) can obtain 
only the ideal maximum throughput using the maximum window size and the added round trip 
time. To find the practical throughput Tp, other factors, for example, the protocol processing 
time at the work stations, the segmented window size discussed in the last of clause 5.1, should 
be considered. Equation(2) is modified to (2)' to reflect these factors. 

Tp = k * N * W' fD (2)' 

Tp(bps) : Real throughput of MFTP. 
N :Number ofTCP connections used in MFTP. 
W'(bit) : Segmented window size of each TCP connection. 
D(s) :Round trip time. 
k :System parameter of the experimental workstations and network. 

The segmented window size W' is considered to be about 18Kbytes as depicted in Figure 7. 
k is a system parameter of the experimental network. k is about 0.75 calculated from the 

measured throughput data for 16 TCP connections, RTT 200ms and the segmented window size 
of 18Kbytes. Using this value of k, equation(2)' also matches the measured data for RTT 500ms. 
The equation(2)' with the same k fits the lower throughput case compared to the maximum 
throughput of the experimental network(32Mbps). Equation(2)' also obtains the optimal 
number of connections when the expected throughput is set to Tp. 

5.3 Multi connection TCP mechanism in erroneous environment 

In the environment RTT 200ms, the throughput increases as the number of connections 
increases as shown in Figure 8. Except for the no delay environment, the throughput increases as 
the number of connections increases as shown in Figure 9. Hence, even in the erroneous 
environment, the multi connection method worked effectively. However, the increasing rate is 
not linear in high error rate environments. 
In the TCP protocol, the error detection is carried out packet by packet. In order to compare the 
characteristics of MFTP throughput for cell loss error and payload error, the cell loss error rate 
and pay load error rate should be converted to TCP packet error rate. The average length ofTCP 
packet used in this experiment is about 9Kbytes as described before. A TCP packet consists of 
188 cells(48bytes/cell) or consists of 72kbits. Converting the X axis to packet error rate 
according to the number of cells or bits of a TCP packet, Figure 10 (a) and (b) depict almost the 
same characteristics. 

Furthermore, as listed in Table 2, Multi connection TCP obtain higher throughput than that of 
single connection TCP which has the same total window size. 

From the results of the experiments, it is considered that the MFTP still works effectively in 
erroneous long delay networks. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

This paper has discussed a multi-connection method at the application layer as well as the 
transport layer to increase the data transfer throughput in the environment of high-speed, long 
delay networks. We have developed a multi-connection method for FfP, MFfP, to evaluate the 
performance of data transfer. Our MFfP has the following features and advantages. 
1. MFfP uses multiple existing TCP connections in aggregate, so it is easy to implement it in 

any other work stations. 
2. MFfP can adjust the number of connections flexibly using the parameter collection function. 
3. The multi connection method applied to a file transfer protocol works effectively. MFfP has 

achieved over 8.5Mbps end-to-end throughput using 16 connections of 24Kbyte maximum 
window size via the emulated ATM WAN of an OC3 155Mbps link with 200ms round trip 
delay. 

4. MFfP works effectively even in an erroneous environment, and it is considered that the 
multiple TCP connection method is more durable than a single large window mechanism such 
as the TCP extension. 
The multi-connection handling mechanisms could be applied to a TCP socket sub-layer with 

the above advantages from 2 through 4. In this case any TCP applications, such as HTTP, can 
increase the throughput in the environment of high-speed, long delay networks. 

We conclude that the multiple-connection method is, at present, a suitable and desirable 
solution for the high performance data transfer application over high speed, long delay networks 
such as inter national ATM networks. We are now implementing the multi-connection 
mechanism over extended TCP to gain a much greater increase of throughput. 
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